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Abstract

Conventional techniques to establish dense correspon-
dences across visually or semantically similar images fo-
cused on designing a task-specific matching prior, which
is difficult to model in general. To overcome this, recent
learning-based methods have attempted to learn a good
matching prior within a model itself on large training data.
The performance improvement was apparent, but the need
for sufficient training data and intensive learning hinders
their applicability. Moreover, using the fixed model at test
time does not account for the fact that a pair of images may
require their own prior, thus providing limited performance
and poor generalization to unseen images.

In this paper, we show that an image pair-specific prior
can be captured by solely optimizing the untrained match-
ing networks on an input pair of images. Tailored for such
test-time optimization for dense correspondence, we present
a residual matching network and a confidence-aware con-
trastive loss to guarantee a meaningful convergence. Ex-
periments demonstrate that our framework, dubbed Deep
Matching Prior (DMP), is competitive, or even outper-
forms, against the latest learning-based methods on several
benchmarks for geometric matching and semantic match-
ing, even though it requires neither large training data nor
intensive learning. With the networks pre-trained, DMP at-
tains state-of-the-art performance on all benchmarks.

1. Introduction
Establishing dense correspondences across visually or

semantically similar images facilitates a variety of computer
vision applications [45, 44, 28, 37]. Unlike sparse corre-
spondence [48, 5, 76] that detects sparse points and finds
matches across them, dense correspondence [45, 6, 35, 37]
aims at finding matches at each pixel and thus can benefit
from prior1 knowledge about matches among nearby pixels.

Typically, stereo matching [32, 6] and optical flow [24,
65] modeled the prior term that makes the correspondence

∗Corresponding author
1It can also be called a smoothness or a regularizer in literature.
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Figure 1. Visualization of DMP results: (a) source image, (b) tar-
get image, results of (c) winner-takes-all (WTA) and (d) learning-
based method (e.g., GLU-Net [70]). As the iteration evolves (e),
(f), (g), and (h), DMP with untrained networks estimates more op-
timal correspondence fields by optimizing the networks on a single
pair of images, while learning-based methods utilize pre-trained
and fixed networks at test time, thus providing limitation.

smooth while aligning discontinuities to image boundaries.
Some methods [45, 67, 19, 38] for semantic matching also
exploited this to regularize the correspondence within a lo-
cal neighborhood. Although they can be formulated in var-
ious ways, these optimization-based methods [45, 67, 19,
38] formulate an objective function with explicitly defined
matching data and prior terms and minimize the objective
on a single image pair. These methods are capable of mak-
ing corrections to the estimated correspondence during op-
timization, but they require a task-specific prior, which is
complex to formulate.

Unlike these learning-free methods [45, 67, 19, 38],
recent methods [55, 66, 61, 49, 70] cast this task as
a learning problem, seeking to learn a matching model
to directly regress the correspondence. The model, of-
ten implemented based on convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) [64, 22], is generally trained on large datasets of
image pairs, based on the belief that an optimal matching
prior can be learned from such observations. As proven
in literature [49, 70], these learning-based methods outper-
form traditional optimization-based methods [45, 19, 38],
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which can be attributed to their high capacity to learn a good
matching prior. They, however, often require large training
data with ground-truth correspondences, which are notori-
ously hard to collect, or intensive learning [49, 70], which
hinders their applicability. In addition, a pair of images may
require their own prior, and thus using pre-trained and fixed
parameters at test time may provide limited and poor gen-
eralization performance to unseen image pairs.

In this paper, we show that, for the first time, the match-
ing prior must not necessarily be learned from large training
data; instead, it can be captured by optimizing the untrained
matching networks on a single pair of images, proving that
the structure of the networks is sufficient to capture a great
deal of matching statistics. Our framework, dubbed Deep
Matching Prior (DMP), requires neither large training sets
nor intensive training, but it is competitive against learning-
based methods [55, 66, 49, 61, 70, 62] or even outperforms,
and does not suffer from the generalization issue.

Such a test-time optimization for dense correspondence,
however, is extremely hard to converge due to the limited
samples, high-dimensional search space, and non-convexity
of the objective. To elevate the stability and boost the con-
vergence, we propose a residual matching network, which
exploits a distilled information from matching correlation
that plays as a guidance for providing a good starting match
and suppressing the possibility of getting stuck in local
minima. We also propose a confidence-aware contrastive
loss that only takes the matches with high confidence to
eliminate the ambiguous matches. Fig. 1 visualizes the
results of DMP in comparison with recent learning-based
method [70].

The presented approach is evaluated on several bench-
marks for dense correspondence and examined in an abla-
tion study. The extensive experiments show that our model
produces competitive results and even outperforms other
learning-based methods [55, 66, 61, 49, 70], and once the
networks are pre-trained, state-of-the-art performance is at-
tained on all the benchmarks in experiments.

2. Related Works
Dense correspondence. Most early efforts for dense cor-
respondence [45, 34, 67] have focused on designing a task-
specific prior term in an objective function and improving
optimization while employing hand-crafted features. Kim
et al. [38] presented DCTM optimizer with a discontinuity-
aware prior term to elevate geometric invariance.

Similarly to other tasks, most recent works [37, 68, 73,
25, 57, 42, 43] leverage deep learning to achieve better per-
formance for this task, at first replacing the hand-crafted
features with the deep features [9, 36], and rapidly con-
verging towards end-to-end networks embodying the entire
pipeline [58, 37, 42]. In this context, most recent efforts
have been focusing on how to better design the matching

networks and learn the networks without ground-truth cor-
respondences. Rocco et al. [55, 56] proposed a geometric
matching network, and their success inspired many variants
that use local neighborhood consensus [58, 42], attention
mechanism [23], or attribute transfer [37]. Similar to PWC-
Net [65] designed specifically for optical flow estimation,
PARN [27], DGC-Net [49], GLU-Net [70] and GOCor [69]
formulate their networks in a pyramidal fashion. RANSAC-
Flow [62] leverages RANSAC [14] within the network to
improve the performance. On the other hand, to overcome
the lack of ground-truth correspondences for training, syn-
thetic supervision generated by applying random transfor-
mations [55, 70, 50, 69] and weak supervision in the form of
image pairs based on the feature reconstruction [27, 56, 37]
have been popularly used. However, these aforementioned
works require either large labeled dataset or intensive train-
ing, which hinders their applicability.

Self-supervised representation learning. Popularized
by [7, 21, 8, 15], contrastive learning seeks to learn feature
representation in a self-supervised manner by minimizing
the distance between two views augmented from an image
and maximizing the distance to other images [18, 10, 17].
Several methods [59, 9, 38, 36, 72, 53] bring contrastive
learning to the task of dense correspondence. A key ben-
efit of self-supervised learning is that, because there is no
reliance on labeled data, training needs not be limited to
the training phase [12, 51, 63, 25, 40, 62]. CRW [25]
and RANSAN-Flow [62] attempted to apply such a self-
supervised adaptation at test time, but the performance was
limited. The use of self-supervised adaptation for dense
correspondence has never been thoroughly investigated and
this paper is the first step in this direction.

Test-time optimization. Deep Image Prior (DIP) [71] ini-
tiated the trend that the low-level statistics in a single im-
age can be captured by the structure of randomly-initialized
CNNs, of which many variants were proposed, tailored to
solve an inverse problem [13, 74, 63, 29]. GAN-inversion
aims to invert an image back to latent code, and then re-
construct the image from the latent code to utilize the pre-
trained generative prior [26, 1, 16, 30, 31, 77]. Deep Gen-
erative Prior (DGP) [52] extends this trend by, for the pre-
trained generator, optimizing both latent codes and param-
eters. These aforementioned methods were tailored to cap-
ture an image prior, but there was no attempt to capture a
matching prior, which is the topic of this paper.

3. Deep Matching Prior

3.1. Motivation

Let us denote a pair of images, i.e., source and target,
as Is and It, which may represent visually or semantically
similar images. The objective of dense correspondence is
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Figure 2. Intuition of DMP: (a) optimization-based methods [45, 67, 38] that formulate their objective function with data and prior terms,
and minimize the energy function on a single image pair, (b) learning-based methods [49, 70, 62] that learn a matching prior from large
training set of image pairs, and (c) our DMP, which takes the best of both approaches to estimate an image pair-specific matching prior.

to establish a dense correspondence field F (i) between two
images that is defined for each pixel i, which warps Is to-
wards It so as to satisfy It(i) ≈ Is(i+ F (i)).

To achieve this, the easiest solution may be, for a point in
the source, to find the most similar one among all the points
in the target with respect to a data term that accounts for
matching evidence between features, defined such that

F ∗ = argmin
F

Ldata(Ds(F ), Dt), (1)

where a featureD is extracted with parameters ωf such that
D = F(I;ωf ) and Ds(F ) is an warped source feature with
F . This solution F ∗, so-called winner-takes-all (WTA) so-
lution, is highly vulnerable to local minima or outliers.

To alleviate these, optimization-based methods [2, 45, 4,
67, 44, 38] typically formulate an objective function involv-
ing the data term and a prior term that favors similar cor-
respondence fields among adjacent pixels with a balancing
parameter λ, as shown in Fig. 2 (a), such that

F ∗ = argmin
F

{
Ldata(Ds(F ), Dt) + λLprior (F )

}
. (2)

Traditional optimization-based methods [45, 67, 19, 45, 19,
38] model an explicit prior term such as total variation (TV)
or discontinuity-aware smoothness and optimize the energy
function on a given pair of images. Since this energy func-
tion is often non-convex, they use an iterative solver, e.g.,
gradient descent [39], to minimize this, thus they can bene-
fit from an error feedback to find more optimal solution by
making corrections to the estimated correspondence as the
iteration evolves. However, they require a hand-designed
task-specific prior, which is hard to design.

Unlike these optimization-based methods, recent learn-
ing-based methods [55, 66, 61, 49, 68, 70] learn a matching
model to directly regress the correspondence such that F =
F(Is, It;ωm) with parameters ωm, based on an assump-
tion that an optimal prior could be learned within the model
itself from massive training samples, {(Isn, Itn)}n∈{1,...,N},
as shown in Fig. 2 (b). The model is often implemented in
the form of convolutional neural networks (CNNs). During

the training phase, the parameters ω†m are first optimized,
and the learned parameters are then used to regress a corre-
spondence F ∗ through the networks with the learned prior
at test time as follows:

ω†m = argmin
ω

∑
n

Ldata−GT (F(Isn, I
t
n;ω), F̂n),

F ∗ = F(Is, It;ω†m),

(3)

where F̂n denotes a ground-truth correspondence for n-th
sample in the training set. As proven in literature [49, 70],
these learning-based methods have shown better perfor-
mance than the traditional optimization-based methods [45,
19, 38] thanks to their high capacity to learn the good
matching prior. To optimize the parameters by minimiz-
ing the data term, e.g., Ldata−GT (F, F̂ ) = ‖F − F̂‖1, they,
however, require massive training image pairs with ground-
truth correspondences, which are notoriously hard to col-
lect. Some recent methods [55, 62] overcome this limita-
tion by presenting an unsupervised loss defined only with
source and target features, e.g., Ldata(Ds(F ), Dt), or syn-
thetic ground-truths, but these methods inherit the limitation
of requiring an intensive training procedure and frequently
fail to learn an image pair-specific prior, thus providing lim-
ited performance and generalization power.

3.2. Formulation

In this session, we argue that the matching prior does not
necessarily need to be learned from an intensive learning;
instead, an image pair-specific matching prior can be cap-
tured by solely minimizing the data term on a single pair of
images, like what is done by traditional optimization-based
methods [45, 38], with an untrained network for matching,
as shown in Fig. 2 (c), which can be formulated as

ω∗m = argmin
ω

Ldata(Ds(F(Is, It;ω)), Dt),

F ∗ = F(Is, It;ω∗m),
(4)

where ω∗m are parameters, over-fitted to a single pair of im-
ages to allow for generating F ∗ with a pair-specific match-
ing prior, and can be obtained using an optimizer such as
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Figure 3. DMP convergence: (From left to right) source image, target image, iterative evolution of warped images. Given a good initial-
ization, which facilitates convergence and boosts matching performance, our approach successfully estimates the correspondence fields.
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Figure 4. Convergence analysis of DMP. Starting from untrained
network, our DMP converges to better correspondences by opti-
mizing the network with a well-designed loss function on a single
pair of images. Compared to the learning-based methods, such
as DGC-Net [49] and GLU-Net [70] that are pre-trained with an
intensive learning on large training datasets, our DMP has shown
a competitive performance after convergence, which can be ex-
pedited with pre-trained initialization (denoted by DMP†). More
details can be found in supplementary material.

gradient descent [39], starting from a random initializa-
tion. Our framework, dubbed Deep Matching Prior (DMP),
requires neither massive training image pairs nor ground-
truth correspondences that are major bottlenecks of exist-
ing learning-based methods [49, 70, 62], but only requires
a single pair of images to be matched, which is competitive
when compared to learning-based methods [49, 37, 70, 62]
and even outperforms, as exemplified in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
Thanks to its inherent error feedback nature, DMP does not
suffer from a generalization issue for unseen image pairs,
which existing learning-based methods [49, 37, 70, 62] fre-
quently fail to avoid.

However, optimizing the existing matching network [49,
70, 62] on a single image pair with simple data term [45, 38]
is extremely hard to converge due to the lack of samples,
high-dimensional search space for dense correspondence
and its non-convexity [38]. As shown in Fig. 4, when an ex-
isting matching network, e.g., GLU-Net [75], is optimized
from a random initialization with a self-supervised loss,
e.g., feature matching [62], denoted by GLU-Net‡, it fails
to find meaningful correspondences. To overcome these,
we present a residual matching network and a confidence-
aware contrastive loss tailored to boost the convergence and

matching performance. In the following, we describe the
network architecture and loss function in detail.

3.3. Network Architecture

To guarantee a meaningful convergence during the opti-
mization, a good initialization for correspondence F should
be set, even though our network parameters ω are randomly
initialized. To achieve this, we formulate our model, con-
sisting of feature extraction networks and matching net-
works, in a residual manner, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

Feature extraction networks. Our model accomplishes
dense correspondence using deep features, e.g., VGG [64]
or ResNet [22], which undergo l-2 normalization. For the
backbone feature, we exploit a model pre-trained on Ima-
geNet [11], as done in almost most literature [58, 37, 49, 37,
70, 62]. The backbone model could be directly optimized
in DMP framework, but we found that using an additional
adaptation layer [41] to refine the backbone features and op-
timizing the layer only boosts the performance drastically.
This is because it helps to focus on more learning matching
networks at early training stages. The learnable parameters
ωf in the feature extractor are thus from the adaptation lay-
ers. At the initialization, we zero-initialize the layer to make
it behave like an identity.

Matching networks. Our matching networks consist of
correlation map computation and inference modules. The
correlation maps are first computed using the inner product
between features as

C(i, l) = Ds(i) ·Dt(l), (5)

where l is defined within a search space in the target.
Based on the correlation C, correspondence Fs is esti-

mated through an inference module with parameters ωm as

Fs = F(C;ωm). (6)

A randomly-initialized ωm, however, gives a noisy corre-
spondence at the initial phase, making the optimization dif-
ficult. To overcome this, we enforce the inference module
to estimate a residual of current best matches from given
correlation volume, which is achieved by a soft-argmax op-
eration [33] over C, such that

F = F(C;ωm) + Φ(C), (7)
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Figure 5. Network configuration and loss function of DMP: Our networks consist of feature extraction and matching networks, which
are formulated in a residual manner to guarantee a good initialization for optimization. Note that a single-level version of the networks are
illustrated for brevity, while the full model is formulated in a pyramidal fashion. A confidence-aware contrastive loss enables joint learning
of feature extraction and matching networks by rejecting ambiguous matches while accepting confident matches through a thresholding.

where Φ(·) represents a soft-argmax operator. By setting
the parameters of the last layer to generate zeros at the ini-
tialization, an optimizer can start at least the current best
matches from given correlation volume. As evolving the it-
erations, the networks provide more regularized matching
fields that encode an image pair-specific prior.

Coarse-to-fine formulation. Analogous to [66, 65, 27,
49, 70], we also utilize the coarse-to-fine approach through
a pyramidal processing. Specifically, we exploit pyrami-
dal features from coarse-to-fine levels to simultaneously
provide robustness against deformations and improve fine-
grained matching details by minimizing the data term at
each layer. At the coarsest level, we consider a global cor-
relation module, while a local correlation module is used
at remaining levels. In addition to the use of soft-argmax
for residual flow learning, at each level, previous level’s
matches are up-sampled to play as a guidance. To handle
any input resolution, we employ an adaptive resolution [70].
The details can be found in the supplementary material.

3.4. Loss function

Similarly to traditional optimization-based methods [45,
38] and unsupervised learning-based methods [56, 37], the
data term in DMP is defined as the similarity function S(·, ·)
of features, aggregated across the points i ∈ {1, ...,M} as

Ldata(Ds(F ), Dt) = − 1

M

∑
i

S(Dt←s(i), Dt(i)), (8)

where Dt←s represents an warped source feature with F .
Although source feature can be directly warped, we extract
the feature directly from warped source image It←s with
the final correspondence F at the pyramid that incorporates
the information at all pyramidal layers, which demonstrates
more stable convergence.

Perhaps the simplest similarity function is to use
the inner product between l-2 normalized features as
S(Dt←s(i), Dt(i)) = Dt←s(i) · Dt(i), accounting for the
intuition that the similarities between all pairs of the warped
source and target features at the same locations should be
maximized. Minimizing this, however, can induce erro-
neous solutions, e.g., constant features at all the points. To
avoid such trivial solutions, we extend this similarity func-
tion in a contrastive learning fashion, aiming to maximize
the similarities at the same locations while minimizing for
the others, such that

Sc = −log

(
exp(Dt←s(i) ·Dt(i)/τ)∑
j exp(Dt←s(i) ·Dt(j)/τ)

)
, (9)

where j ∈ {1, ...,M} and τ is a temperature hyperparame-
ter. By minimizing the loss function, both feature extraction
and matching networks with parameters ωf and ωm, respec-
tively, can be simultaneously optimized in a manner that
the feature extractors embed the warped source and target
features at same location to the same representation while
the matching networks regress better correspondences that
maximize the feature similarity.

Even though this loss helps to successfully avoid the triv-
ial solution and allows joint learning of feature and match-
ing networks, the erroneous initial estimates may be propa-
gated, without a term to eliminate such estimates. Since our
DMP optimizes the networks on a single pair of images,
such adverse effects may be critical. To mitigate this, we
present a confidence-aware contrastive loss that enables re-
jecting such ambiguous matches with a thresholding while
accepting the confident matches, defined such that

Scac = −log (Ψ (Sc, ϕ)) , (10)
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Methods Pre- Test- Hpatches (240× 240) Hpatches
train opt. I II III IV V Avg. PCK I II III IV V Avg. PCK

CNNGeo [55] 3 7 9.59 18.55 21.15 27.83 35.19 22.46 - - - - - - - -
DGC-Net [49] 3 7 1.74 5.88 9.07 12.14 16.50 9.07 50.01 5.71 20.48 34.15 43.94 62.01 33.26 58.06
GLU-Net [70] 3 7 0.59 4.05 7.64 9.82 14.89 7.40 83.47 1.55 12.66 27.54 32.04 52.47 25.05 78.54
GLU-GOCor [69] 3 7 - - - - - - - 1.29 10.07 23.86 27.17 38.41 20.16 81.43

RANSAC-Flow [62]
3 7 0.51 2.36 2.91 4.41 5.12 3.06 - - - - - - - -
7 3 3.81 5.76 5.92 8.31 13.24 7.40 81.28 12.41 18.64 20.09 35.81 35.00 24.39 22.06
3 3 1.29 3.52 4.01 6.88 10.27 5.19 88.23 10.25 15.22 15.19 30.43 48.09 23.84 26.21

DMP 7 3 1.21 5.12 12.31 13.68 16.12 9.69 79.21 3.21 15.54 32.54 38.62 63.43 30.64 63.21
A-DMP 7 3 1.31 4.81 10.21 10.69 13.88 8.18 82.35 3.42 14.21 29.90 32.82 55.8 27.22 71.64
RANSAC-DMP 7 3 0.53 2.21 2.76 4.62 5.14 3.05 96.28 4.32 11.21 22.80 31.34 33.64 20.65 75.35

DMP† 3 7 1.48 4.67 7.82 9.96 13.68 7.53 79.94 4.24 15.92 27.42 36.77 46.51 26.15 54.84
3 3 0.77 3.36 5.22 7.32 9.38 5.21 90.89 2.41 9.88 20.64 28.21 30.15 18.23 81.74

RANSAC-DMP† 3 3 0.48 2.24 2.41 4.32 5.16 2.92 97.52 3.57 8.59 10.18 21.21 23.81 13.47 87.62

Table 1. Quantitative evaluation on HPatches [3] dataset in terms of AEE and PCK. Lower AEE and higher PCK (5-pixel (%)) are
better. Pre-train: Pre-training, Test-opt.: Test-time optimization.

(a) Source (b) Target (c) DGC-Net [49] (d) GLU-Net [70] (e) DMP (f) A-DMP (g) DMP† (h) Ground-truth

Figure 6. Qualitative results on HPatches [3] dataset. The source images were warped to the target images using correspondences.

where ϕ is a confidence hyperparameter; Ψ(x, ϕ) is a func-
tion designed to produce x if x ≥ ϕ and 1 otherwise.

3.5. Extension

In this section, we introduce several variants of our DMP
to expedite convergence and boost the performance.

Test-time augmentation. Since DMP solely depends on
a single pair of images, the samples that capture matching
distribution are rather limited, even though it surprisingly
well learns from such limited samples, which inspires the
enrichment through a test-time augmentation. We present
Augmentation-DMP (A-DMP), where original target and
a randomly-augmented target are fed concurrently to our
model, and used to optimize the networks simultaneously.
Given a pair of images having dramatically large geometric
variations, the randomly-augmented target would be more
similar to a source than original target at an iteration, gen-
erating the loss signal to accelerate the convergence. In ad-
dition, thanks to our confidence-aware loss, if augmented
ones are more difficult to be matched, they are rejected. We
apply one of spatial transformations at each iteration such as
homography [12] or affine and thin plate spline (TPS) [55]
to obtain the augmented targets.

Pre-training. Unsurprisingly, well-initialized parameters
can guarantee better performance. We also show that by
pre-training our networks, similarly to others [70, 69], de-
noted by DMP†, our DMP can start with a well learned
initialization, thus yielding much better results. Note that
[62] also attempted to pre-train and fine-tune their net-
works on a single pair of images, but as will be seen in
our experiments, it failed to achieve the satisfactory perfor-
mance, which proves that our well-designed networks and
loss functions are essential for such a framework. In this
work, we follow the training procedure identical to [70] and
use the same dataset and hyperparameters.

4. Experiments
4.1. Implementation Details

For backbone feature extractor, we used VGG-16 [64]
and ResNet-101 [22] pre-trained on ImageNet [11]. Specif-
ically, for geometric matching, we used VGG-16, while for
semantic matching, we additionally used ResNet-101. For
the loss function, instead of using all the samples, we ran-
domly sampled M = 256 feature vectors at each iteration,
considering the trade-off between performance and com-
plexity. We set the maximum number of iterations as 2k and
0.3k for DMP (or A-DMP) and DMP†, respectively. In ad-
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(a) Source (b) Target (c) GLU-Net [70] (d) DMP

Figure 7. Qualitative results on ETH3D [60] dataset.

dition, we set the temperature τ and confidence ϕ as 0.1 and
0.01, respectively, following ablation study in Sec. 4.5. We
used Adam optimizer [39] fixed for all experiments, but the
advanced optimizers may improve performance [54, 46].

4.2. Experimental Settings

In this section, we conduct comprehensive experiments
for geometric matching and semantic matching, by eval-
uating our approach through comparisons to state-of-the-
art methods including, CNNGeo [55], PARN [27], NC-
Net [58], DGC-Net [49], SAM-Net [37], GLU-Net [70],
GOCor [69], RANSAC-Flow [62], and SCOT [47]. For
the geometric matching task, we evaluate our method on
Hpatches [3] and ETH3D [60] datasets, while for the se-
mantic matching task, we evaluate our method on TSS [67]
and PF-PASCAL [19] datasets. We also include the results
of our variants for all the experiments and analyze the influ-
ence of different components of our method.

4.3. Geometric Matching Results

HPatches. We first evaluate our method on Hpatches [3]
which consists of images with different views of the same
scenes. Each sequence contains a source and five target im-
ages with different viewpoints with corresponding ground-
truth flows. We use images of high resolutions ranging from
450 × 600 to 1,613 × 1,210, whereas the down-scaled im-
ages (240× 240) are also used for the evaluation as in [49].
For the evaluation metric, we use the Average Endpoint Er-
ror (AEE), computed by averaging the euclidean distance
between the ground-truth and estimated flow, and Percent-
age of Correct Keypoints (PCK), computed as the ratio
of estimated keypoints within the threshold from ground-
truths to the total number of keypoints.

Table 1 summarizes the quantitative results, and Fig. 6
visualizes the qualitative results. We also provide an abla-
tion study for RANSAC-Flow [62] to validate the effect of
test-time optimization, which deteriorates performance as
studied in [62]. However, DMP is competitive against the
state-of-the-art learning-based methods [49, 70, 62] thanks
to the feedback signals during the test-time optimization.
Leveraging RANSAC [14] within our network allows out-
standing performance, and with the networks pre-trained,
DMP† even outperforms GOCor [69] by a large margin.
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Figure 8. Quantitative results on ETH3D [60] dataset. AEE and
PCK are computed on image pairs sampled at different intervals.

Methods Backbone TSS PF-PA.
feature FG JO PA Avg.

CNNGeo [55] ResNet-101 90.3 76.4 56.5 74.3 69.5
PARN [27] VGG-16 87.6 71.6 68.8 76.0 49.1
NC-Net [58] ResNet-101 94.5 81.4 57.1 77.7 78.9
SAM-Net [37] VGG-16 94.4 75.5 78.3 82.7 80.2
SCOT [47] ResNet-101 95.3 81.3 57.7 78.1 88.8
GLU-Net [70] VGG-16 93.2 73.3 71.1 79.2 79.7
GOCor [69] VGG-16 95.0 78.9 81.3 85.1 -

DMP VGG-16 93.9 77.2 72.1 81.7 81.5
ResNet-101 94.6 78.1 74.2 82.3 85.3

A-DMP VGG-16 94.1 80.1 74.3 82.8 82.4
ResNet-101 94.4 81.4 75.2 86.7 85.4

DMP† VGG-16 96.3 83.1 80.1 86.5 86.2
ResNet-101 96.7 89.2 82.3 89.4 89.1

Table 2. Quantitative evaluation on TSS [67] and PF-PASCAL
(PF-PA.) [19] benchmark. Higher PCK is better. FG: FG3DCar,
JO: JODS, PA: PASCAL datasets.

ETH3D. We further evaluate our method on ETH3D [60]
dataset. Unlike Hpatches [3], ETH3D consists of real 3D
scenes, where the image transformations are not constrained
to homography transformation, thus more challenging. We
follow the protocol of [70], where we sample the image
pairs at different intervals to evaluate on varying magnitude
of geometric transformations. We evaluate on 7 intervals
in total, each interval containing approximately 500 image
pairs, and employ the standard evaluation metrics, AEE and
PCK. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show quantitative and quantitative
results. Our methods yield highly competitive results, and
DMP†, significantly outperforming other methods, attains
state-of-the-art performance .

4.4. Semantic Matching Results

TSS. For semantic matching, we evaluate our method on
TSS [67] benchmark, which contains 3 groups (FG3DCar,
JODS, and PASCAL) of 400 image pairs of 7 object cate-
gories, foreground masks and dense ground-truth flow. We
employ the PCK to measure the precision. For TSS, we set
the threshold as α = 0.05. Following [70], we address the re-
flections by inferring the flow on both the source and flipped
target and the source and original target. We then output the
flow field with smaller mean horizontal magnitude. Table 2
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(a) Source (b) Target (c) NC-Net [58] (d) GLU-Net [70]

(e) DMP (f) A-DMP (g) DMP†-VGG (h) DMP†-ResN.

Figure 9. Qualitative results on PF-PASCAL [19] benchmark.

summarizes the PCK values. As shown in the results, our
method produces highly competitive results compared to
other learning-based methods. Interestingly, DMP† already
attains state-of-the-art performance with VGG-16 [64] as
feature backbone, but using the ResNet-101 [22] further
boosts the performance. Qualitative results can be found
in supplementary material.

PF-PASCAL. We further evaluate on PF-PASCAL [19]
dataset, containing 1,351 image pairs over 20 object cat-
egories with keypoint annotations. Following the common
practice [58, 20], we use PCK for the evaluation metric, and
the results are reported with the PCK threshold α = 0.1.
Table 2 shows the quantitative results and Fig. 9 visualizes
the qualitative comparisons. Similar to the experiments on
TSS [67], our DMP provides the highest matching accuracy.

4.5. Ablation Study

We show an ablation analysis on both architecture and
loss function in our model. We measure the AEE over all
the scenes of the HPatches [3], and each ablation experi-
ment is conducted under the same experimental setting. We
further report an analysis on computational complexity.

Network architecture. Table 3 shows the comparisons
with different architectural components in our model. The
baseline only consists backbone feature and inference mod-
ule, optimized using contrastive loss without confidence
threshold. Since optimization-based model is highly sen-
sitive to initialization, exploiting residual correspondence
module in matching networks dramatically helps the con-
vergence and boosts performance in comparison to the base-
line. We found that jointly exploiting both adaptation fea-
ture and residual correspondence showed apparent improve-
ments. In addition, our model was not sensitive to the num-
ber of samples chosen for the loss computation.

Loss function. As shown in Table 3, the performance im-
provement by confidence threshold was apparent. In addi-
tion, Fig. 10 plots the accuracy as varying both the tem-
perature (τ ) and confidence (ϕ). We found that the tem-
perature controlling the sharpness of the softmax function
is highly influential to the convergence and performance of

# samples Adaptation Residual Confidence AEE
(M ) feature correspond. (ϕ)
256 7 7 7 33.1
256 3 7 7 32.8
256 7 3 7 18.6
256 3 3 7 12.3
128 3 3 3 9.84
256 3 3 3 9.69
512 3 3 3 9.67

Table 3. Ablation study of DMP.
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Figure 10. Ablation study on temperature and confidence.

our model. We thus found from extensive experiments that
setting the temperature and confidence as 0.1 and 0.01, re-
spectively, reports the best results. If the confidence is set
too high, the loss signal does not occur and learning stops.

Computational complexity. In experiments, we found
that given good initialization, DMP, including all the vari-
ants, converges within 100 iterations. However, given diffi-
cult image pairs to be matched, DMP struggles to find the
good correspondences, and we thus let it iterate 2k times.
The average runtime of 100 iterations of DMP and DMP†
is 3-5 seconds, while A-DMP is 6-10 seconds on a single
GPU Geforce GTX 2080 Ti. More details can be found
in supplementary material. A natural next step, which we
leave for future work, is to reduce the runtime for the opti-
mization by advanced techniques, e.g., early-stopping.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proven that, for the first time, a

matching prior must not necessarily be learned from large
training data and have introduced DMP that captures an
image pair-specific matching prior by optimizing the un-
trained matching networks on a single pair of images. Tai-
lored for such test-time optimization for matching, we have
developed a residual matching network and a confidence-
aware contrastive loss. Our experiments have shown that al-
though our framework requires neither a large training data
nor an intensive learning, it is competitive against the latest
learning-based methods and even outperforms.
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